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It seems Farrah Abraham's daughter Sophia Abraham is following in her mother's footsteps. As eleven years old was literally born on TV, no © a surprise that she is choosing to pursue a career in the entertainment industry. Cheers. © This point, Sophia has been focused primarily on a career in modeling and acting. Now, however, she seems
interested in a music career. In celebration of your giving © Rose first birthday, Sophia released her first song "Bestie Best Friend" complete with a music video. Farrah Abrasion and Sophia Abraham *124; Tasia Wells/ Getty Images for Ecoluxe Lounge in music, Abran's daughter talks about her close friendship with a best friend. Lyrics Touch going
everywhere together, talking on the phone, Sleepovers and other age-appropriate topics. The music video, which has accumulated over 32.000 views, features Sophia and another girl having fun together. Hug too © m hosted a challenge on her in the page of Tiktok for the fans to get involved with music. The 28-year-old has been very favorable to the
daughter's new music and took it to her Instagram page to make her feelings known. Farrah Abrasion praises her daughter, Sophia, for her new music is Happy 11th birthday @sophialabraham 35am very proud of you and your first single! 35; Bestiebest. I think I'm going to post a thousand Tiktoks with your music today because I love your tiktok
challenge and hope to be top-35; 5 to win some haha, I love you superstar! More then [sic] A [sic] Actress, model, artist's song [sic] an amazing once in a lifetime [sic] beautiful person inside and out! So proud of you, Mom! P. Thank you for letting me be in your first screening screening, complimenting your daughter to music. Critics wonder why Hug
is in the Best Friend Music Video should not be shocked. Anyone who has been included in the video for Best Friend Bestie should not be shocked. After all, Sophia was included in Abraan's music. Veheo to her she Still, the critics could not help but call Hug for hitting a video clip of the daughter. Some people claimed that Abra o needed to be a part
of the video because she was narcissist, while others simply found it amusing. © Of course, Farrah had to appear in her daughter's music video. She couldn't let Sophia do the music video by herself. Farrah just had to be in front of the camera! Hello, this is the person called. Instagram Credit Users The Teen Mother Rent for being in social m e dia
Other people were confused that Hug was posting at all. After a rumour emerged that child protective services were investigating Hug for leaving Sophia Home alone, her teenage friend shared that she was considering posting for the less social day. But as Abran has been seriously promoting his daughter's song, people are calling her out and
claiming that she has come back on her word. "This social rupture has lasted so long" commented on an instagram sarcastically commented on the Hug pole. She smelled too much attention. Did you know that there is "someone else commented in response. hiatus or no social media, we can't cul what the blame Hug for choosing to support his
daughter's dreams. Of course, teenage mother's friend is not © strange for contrary © And although it may be a little strange that she was in her daughter's music video since Sophia was really okay with it, we're not sure that anyone else is worried. See more Yak films takes a track, the Ta-Ku version of the theme Inspector Gadget, and shoot four
styles of dance read more courtesy of Apple as the popularity of iPhone grows © Easy to see, there is much more the device can make calls and track your calorie intake. For creative types, the iPhone (and the iPod) They can actually turn into an instrument simply by downloading an application. Below, we collect 10 musical, musical presentations,
Classic movie themes for classic rock, so sit back, relax and enjoy the show. Theme Star Wars This content © imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information on your site. The Force is with this Star Wars fan, because this clip looks like the real thing. This Ocarina
application by Sonic Mule makes a very cool performance, especially with the light show added. Christmas Medley This countdown © imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information on your site. Yeah, we know, yeah. © June and not December. But this Christmas
medley, made with Ocarina by Sonic Mule, eh? © Too incredible to resist. Hello. © m that, it's never © a hand height for a technical version of "Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer." "Rhapsody No. 2" This content © imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information on your
site. The musical performances of the iPhone are not reserved only for pop songs. This musician has an entire YouTube channel dedicated to melodies he plays not in one, but two iPhones. We think this classical piece, played with Junpei Wada's MiniPiano application, is © the most impressive. "Oye Como Va" This countdown © imported from
YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information on your site. This Santana truck © Unbelievable because a) the artist actually plays with the real song track and b) he improvises, showing how much musical flexibility Spoonjack's iBone app has in the right hands. "Cracklin'Rosie." This
guy. © imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information on your site. This musician did throughout the blogosphere with his verse Guitar of Quatro iPhone "Cracklin" Cracklin " created with Pocket StompBox and iShred and Guitar by Frontier Design. Honestly, if you
were listening without the video, you couldn't even say he's touching a phone. Twist and Shout This content © imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information on your site. Okay, we admit that the cheesy factor o n this trip is up there, but you have to deliver it to the
guy to create a whole range of music from o n e man alone with him and several iPhone applications: KanonDrum, Bassist by MooCowMusic and Frontier Design iShred guitars. "Love Story" This content © imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information on your site.
Taylor Swift, what the © skilfully performed with Band and Bassist by MooCowMusic, as well as PocketGuitar by Shinya Kasatani. "Life Is Greater Than the Internet" This content © imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information on your site. This video © particularly
impressive because © an original piece of iBand, a group of musicians who wrote and sang the song using two iPhones and an iPod touch with Pianist, Guitarist and Drummer by MooCowMusic and BeatMaker by Intua. The YouTube video was recorded live through © is from a mixing table, with the voice added later. "Numb" This content © imported
from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information on your site. While this music © A little more amateur than the rest of our choices, it shows what even a novice can do with MiniPiano by Junpei Wada. "Follow Me Down" This countdown © imported from YouTube. You may be able
to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more their website. Israeli band Feelabout played this original song live in May from 2009 in Tel Aviv, Israel, just using Ishred, Moocowmusic band and Minipiano. Every video courtesy of YouTube.com. This content © created and maintained by a third and imported for this page to
help users provide their e mail addresses. You can find more information about this and similar content in the piano.
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